
7 Role-Modeling Imagery and Self-Transformation

If emptiness were the technique, there would be no (complete) enlightenment. No fruit is of a genus
different from its seed, so emptiness cannot be the art (of embodying enlightenment). Victors teach
emptiness to vanquish the self-(reifying) constructs of those who insist on their view of (personal) self
and those who reject the view (that things also lack self). Hence, it is (envisioning) the sphere of a
perfected world which binds the blissful art. Through union with the dignity of an enlightened being,
enlightenment will not be far. The Teacher was endowed with the thirty-two signs and eighty-four
marks (of altruistic embodiment) Therefore, the technique is to assume (the form of) success, which is
the Teacher’s form itself.

(The Diamond Pavilion Process1)

In unpacking the Nalanda tradition of role-modeling altruism preserved in Tibet, the great scholar Tsong
Khapa used this Indian reference to resolve some misconceptions surrounding this art, which he frames as the
ultimate power tool for altruistic living in the world.2 The background for the quote is the path of social
healing we explored in part 2, based on the cultivation of the wisdom of emptiness and the art of compassion.
It assumes the two-pronged engaged method of social healing: the wisdom of emptiness frees the mind from
clinging to the reactive self; while the technique or art of compassion builds the foundation for a proactive,
mature self of altruistic social engagement. The passage then lays out the rationale for the process-oriented
path, as a quicker alternative to that engaged path to altruism. Essentially, that rationale is to use emptiness—
as on the engaged path—to develop radical openness of mind, while substituting role-modeling imagery and
the “blissful art” of sublimation as more effective methods of quickly embodying mature altruism.

Tsong Khapa’s reading of this passage offers a natural entry-point for exploring the process-oriented
methods that will be our focus in the second half of this book. First, his comments address the big question
most moderns have when faced with the arts of role-modeling imagery and sublimation. Given the tried and
true contemplative paths of self-healing and social engagement, why complicate our contemplative life with
other paths and tools? The opening passage he cites supports his response. Unlike the geological pace of
cultivating empathy and altruism on the ordinary path of social engagement, the arts of imagery and
sublimation used on the extraordinary process path are so effective that, for the would-be altruist who uses
them, “enlightenment will not be far.”

In effect, it is the heroic urge of the engaged path—to help as many as possible, as much as possible—
which motivates the budding altruist engaged with the world to seek the quickest, most powerful methods of
self-transformation at hand. The difference is highlighted by the divergent estimates of how long it takes for
an ordinary self-enclosed being to become an enlightened altruist following these two paths. Though by
modern standards, the “quicker” process path is anything but fast—requiring from one to sixteen human
lifetimes—it is light years ahead of the three eons the ordinary engaged path is said to require. In fact, the
traditional life-stories of exemplary process altruists recount training periods from six to twelve years,3 aligning
them with the time Shakyamuni spent in retreat, as well as the time it takes for the higher education and
training of an expert in one of our modern arts or sciences.4

The Quick Path: Dispelling Three Timeless Misconceptions
Of course, this contrast in rates of progress raises a host of questions, then as now. Is it really possible to
become an enlightened altruist in as little as ten to twelve years? And if so, by what method can such a
remarkable human achievement be so replicated? Tsong Khapa’s explanation of our opening quote follows a
full discussion of the similarities and differences between the ordinary path of social engagement and the
extraordinary process-oriented path, clearing away misconceptions about why and how the extraordinary path
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works as it does. Among these, we find three key features of the process path that have been taken to
distinguish it from the ordinary engaged path, then and now: (1) it works by the sublimation of passions that
are normally compulsions; (2) it works by relying on blissful or euphoric states that facilitate sublimation and
flow; (3) it works by tapping and channeling the energy and chemistry of bliss within the central nervous
system’s subtle network of complexes, channels, energies, and drops.5

Though our Tibetan guide was addressing misconceptions in the scholarly literature of his day, they
dovetail neatly with confusions surrounding the popularization of India’s process arts in ours. Since these
confusions pose some risk to the healthy development of those who dabble in such power tools, traditionally,
process methods were shrouded in secrecy and revealed only to prepared individuals in supervised settings.6
Fortunately or not, their mass dissemination in new-age contexts like workshops on “tantric sex,” “Kundalini
energy,” or “chakra alignment” has lead authorities like the Dalai Lama to urge traditional and Western
scholars to make reliable information on their proper understanding and use just as widely available.7 In this
spirit, I’ve developed ways of introducing the modern scientific mind to the mechanisms, risks, and benefits of
the more advanced practices that will occupy us in the rest of this book.

Tsong Khapa’s response to our three popular misconceptions is instructive if we want to understand how
role-modeling imagery and sublimation work. His first point is that the skillful transformation of potentially
destructive passions like aggression or sexual desire is a key feature of any contemplative life, especially a lay,
contemplative life in the world. Process practice is no exception. To foster true altruism, it must help us learn
new ways to work with primal instincts that could have destructive effects. This point is often obscured by the
sensual imagery and language of the process teachings them-selves.8 The fact is that our ability to derive
healthy energy from the passions strictly depends on our strengthening our natural capacities for modulating,
sublimating, and transmuting them into positive social emotions like tolerance, generosity, solidarity and
integrity. As I like to say when I teach process arts: if you want to learn how to play with fire, you first have to
learn how to safely put it out.

Tsong Khapa’s second point is that the art of tapping into euphoric bliss-states is not unique to process
methods, but is key to the motivation of contemplative life on any path. Whether we’re practicing self-healing
through deep mindfulness, social healing through compassionate openness, or heroic altruism through
imagery and inspiration, our progress and success depend on tapping flow states that are the meditative
equivalents of a runner’s high.9 Without engaging our core systems of internal reward, it would be impossible
for us to motivate any behavior, healthy or not. What sets contemplative highs apart is that they consciously
harness our bliss system to the aims and insights of our highest levels of reflective awareness, bringing this
ultimate engine of motivation and reinforcement under conscious self-regulation.10 What’s unique in the
process approach to bliss-states has less to do with the aim of harnessing them than with the path it takes to
that aim. Instead of taking the slow and steady path, starting with the calming, low-arousal states of basic
mindfulness and quiescence, the process path begins with moderate to high arousal states that have more in
common with euphoric flow, the common pathway in which all contemplative paths converge.11 Why and
how this high-arousal approach can work safely, without triggering compulsions and stress-reactivity, is
something we’ll return to when we consider the distinctive qualities that do define process methods.

The final misconception to clarify is that process methods can be best distinguished from ordinary
engaged methods by their link with the contemplative neuroscience mapped in the so-called “subtle-body”
familiar to us from Hatha yoga. Of course, in their advanced forms, the role-modeling imagery and
sublimation techniques of this path are explicitly linked with contemplative maps of the nervous system that
guide self-regulation.12 Yet the effectiveness of these methods is not a direct result of that powerful
technology of self-regulation. This point is underscored by the fact that there are introductory and
intermediate level practices on this path only implicitly linked with contemplative neuroscience.13 These
include the basic methods of role-modeling altruism that will be our focus in the rest of this and remaining
chapters.14

Quite apart from the new transparency about process methods advocated by the Dalai Lama and others,
these introductory process practices have historically been widely accessible to beginners in India and Tibet. In
fact, they are often expressly used to offer busy lay practitioners quicker, more effective contemplative tools for
healing physical and mental illnesses, promoting longevity and optimal health, and enhancing self-
transformation and moral development.15 This open door policy is possible because the entry level forms of
role-modeling imagery and sublimation are continuous with the conventional practices of social engagement,
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while offering technical enhancements that ease and speed progress in contemplative life.

Three Distinctive Features of the Process-Oriented Path
If the process practices we’re exploring are not distinguished by their ability to transform passions, harness
bliss-states, or control neural events, what does distinguish them from the practices of social engagement? Our
opening reference alludes to three distinctive aspects of this powerful technology: (1) its inseparable union of
wisdom and method; (2) its transformational use of role-modeling imagery; and (3) the unique goal-
orientation that motivates the practice.

1. (Envisioning) the Sphere of a Perfected World is what Binds the Blissful Art
One of the rate-limiting features of the ordinary path of social engagement, you may recall, is the oscillation
between the binary insight modes that fostered the two main aspects of mind-clearing and enlightened
altruism. This oscillation means that the two wings needed for a socially engaged life to fly—radical openness
and unconditional compassion—must be developed separately and can only be dovetailed together gradually
over time. This piecemeal method slows progress, not just because we only work on one key aspect of practice
at a time, but also because the maturation of each aspect critically depends on input from the other. So gains
made in openness within meditation sessions cannot translate right away into corresponding gains in empathic
art between sessions, and vice versa, since the window between the spacious equipoise insight and the illusory
aftermath insight closes quickly.

The non-dual nature of process methods offers a quantum leap in efficiency. By conjoining images of
altruistic agency with a simultaneous insight into the ultimate openness or emptiness of that imagery, process
practice offers a way to cultivate both wings of enlightened altruism simultaneously and in concert. More
challenging in the short run, this method of building wisdom and empathic art together at once saves time,
both through multi-tasking and through offering an open window for the integrated development of radical
openness and compassion. In effect, this method starts us off now in a form of meditation that simulates the
work of integration only reached at the highest levels on the ordinary path of social engagement.

By conjoining the emptiness insight with our vision of a perfected world—a map of the way of being and
life we’re trying to create—we effectively provide our whole mind/body process with a complex gyroscope that
serves at once to model the freedom from our old reactive self and the freedom to build a new proactive one.
This vision, called a mandala, is said to bind the blissful art since it gives our minds and bodies a symbolic
pathway or bridge to guide our transition from an ordinary stress-reactive way of being towards a proactive
engagement motivated by positive affects like compassion and blissful openness.16 Here, it may help to draw
some comparisons between this methodology and contemporary imagery research and therapies.

Conjoining Insight and Technique: The Process Method and Modern
Therapies

While modern psychotherapy has been shaped by Freud’s break with hypnosis,17 current research challenges
his concern that hypnotic imagery works by suggestion and so hinders or dulls insight and learning.18 The
new consensus is that hypnosis and imagery work by enhancing attention, problem-solving and learning, like
free-association and meditation.19 Freud’s observations may have been more an artifact of the mindset and
setting of hypnotherapy in his day, which emphasized the influence of the therapist and had a regressive bias
towards suggestion.20 In light of current research, the conjunction of visual and auditory imagery with analytic
insight appears to enhance learning and performance by fostering a balanced laterality and promoting the
integration of cognitive, perceptual, emotional and behavioral aspects of learning.21 This may be why mental
imagery has been increasingly used by athletes, performers and coaches, as well as in integrative medicine and
psychotherapy.22 As in the simulation techniques used to train pilots, soldiers, first responders, and others,
imagery helps enrich cognitive learning with the virtual rehearsal of perceptual, motivational and behavioral
skills, in a gestalt mode that primes the mind-brain to support complex forms of performance.23 Given the
obvious fact that imagery encodes not just abstract information but specific emotional tones, expressive
gestures and action-patterns, it should come as no surprise that they could be part of a concerted strategy for
multi-dimensional learning. How does this work?
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Stuff of Dreams: Revisiting the Quantum Theory of Consciousness
To flesh such methods out, it may help to return to the quantum theory of consciousness we mentioned
earlier.24 As we learned, the brain does not work like a camera that passively mirrors reality, but like a complex
supercomputer that actively generates a virtual simulation of ourselves and the world. As wave-like pulses of
bioelectricity sweep from the brain’s core through its outer cortex every fortieth of a second, each pulse
electrically links nerve cells in various parts of the brain, including sense input, memories and associations.
The result is a momentary wave of activity that supports one flash or instant of consciousness in something
like the way an old TV signal created an image by lighting up an array of pixels on a screen. Like one single
frame in a film, each wave connects the waves before and after it, effectively splicing them into a series that
creates the illusion of a continuous moving picture of life in real time.

The net result of this process is that the stream of consciousness, like the sequence of a film, mixes a few
drops of sense information into a flow of memory and imagination, creating a sense of reality and solidity out
of something that is mostly dreams and reflections. The only difference between brain function in the dream
state and in the waking state, as we saw, is that the waking brain takes in a few bites of sense information now
and then and adjusts its simulation accordingly, while the dreaming brain is free to drift on the currents of
memory and fantasy alone. Our experience in the waking state is closer to a dream or a flight simulator than
to the cold, hard picture of reality we take it for. So, Shakespeare was literally right when he said in his
comedy, The Tempest, “We are such stuff as dreams are made on.”

How Mind Matters: The Bridge of Imagery and Affirmation
This theory shows that replacing the narrative and images that fill our everyday minds with another narrative
and set of images may have tangible consequences on our outlook, mood and physiology. Recent studies that
look at the way neural activity relates to mental activity in perception and consciousness suggest that the brain
takes what’s in our consciousness at any given time as if it were a matter of fact.25 A vivid mental image of a
given color, for instance, evokes essentially the same activation, both in the retina and in the cortex, as the
visual perception of that color, overriding the actual data of sense perception.26 Still more astounding, vividly
imagining a flame at a particular point in the body not only generates much the same neural activity as
subjecting that point to heat, but will also increase blood flow and raise temperature in the part of the body
where the flame is imagined.27

While our perceptions of ourselves and the world are at least in part creative constructs of mind, those
constructions have significant and far-reaching impact on the way our brains filter information and the way
our bodies respond to external and internal events.28 Mentally generated imagery is woven into our routine
perception of the world in a way that seems to have a real impact on our outlook, mood, and physiology.29 So
the mental imagery that fills in gaps in our perception is like a software operating system for the wetware of
our brains.30 Anthropology has shown us that the symbolic software of human perception can take many
forms depending on the aims and interests of different societies and cultural traditions.31 Also, current
psychology has found a wide range in the way individuals experience and respond to events, depending on
whether their view of the world is optimistic or pessimistic, open or closed.32

Healing Mental Imagery: An Alternate Operating System for Our Mind and
Life
For all our brain and body know, our world is as we envision it. If we go through our days seeing ourselves as
powerless and alone, and the world as a life-or-death struggle for scarce resources, we are effectively setting
our brains and bodies on guard and enhancing the threat seemingly posed by each and every event.33 If, on the
other hand, we see ourselves as capable and effective, and the world as a basically safe space for living and
learning, we are setting our brains and bodies at ease and predisposing ourselves to respond to the events of
the day as creative challenges or play.34 Crafting a positive vision of life that prepares us to act in ways that
match our aims and values can help us realize our highest aims for ourselves and our world. So a method of
reliably changing our software for perception and response could dramatically expand our horizons of healthy
change.
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2. By Union with the Dignity of an Enlightened Being, Enlightenment will not be Far
The next key aspect of the art of role-modeling imagery in this tradition is that it doesn’t use imagery in an
open-ended, naturalistic way but in a depth-psychological way that revolves around the human image of an
archetypal self, an image that represents a congenial vision of heroic altruism shared by a master and
apprentice altruist. It is this art of role-modeling altruism with the help of archetypal self-images that Tsong
Khapa proclaims the single most distinctive and defining feature of all process practices. Traditionally called
the art of Buddha pride or mentor-archetype yoga, this practice aims to speed and guide the interpersonal
transmission of altruistic genius from mentor to student, generation to generation. I call the images used in
this art archetypal, following scholars who cite Jung’s psychotherapeutic method of active imagery.35

In essence, union with the dignity of an enlightened being consists in adopting such an image as an
empowering, idealized self-image; a virtual, generic template for the development of an actual new self that
truly embodies radical openness and unconditional compassion. Through transferring our sense of self to such
an empowering self-image, we effectively try enlightenment on for size, immersing our minds in the feel of
what it might be like to live as an enlightened version of ourselves, here and now.36 I sometimes refer to this
empowering, transitional self-image as a “prosthetic self,” since it works by displacing our consciousness from
its pathogenic clinging to our ordinary, traumatized sense of self.

Immersing our minds in our best image or likeness of enlightenment is called enlightened dignity or
Buddha pride37 not in the usual sense of pride, as a stress-reaction to a reified sense of insecurity. Instead, it is
defined as a “self of selflessness,” a transparent agency of sheer open-mindedness and spontaneous compassion
that helps purge our minds of their familiar, self-limiting sense of self.38 That reified, self-limiting identity,
technically called the “pride of ordinariness” is what normally anchors the delusional belief that we’re
incapable of becoming enlightened altruists.39 So the point of identifying with the dignity of an ideal self-
image is not to develop a new, slightly larger yet still reified sense of self, but rather to provide a self-dissolving
platform from which to critique our ordinary self-sense and rehearse new ways of being that will eventually
help us awaken and master our native altruistic genius.

Archetypal Self-Imagery: A Medium and Filter for Transmitting Mastery
While the archetypal imagery in process practice empowers us to aspire to a more effective new self, it’s only
one face of the art of role-modeling. The other face involves using that image as a congenial ideal which links
our best vision of a proactive new self with our experience of a human model we choose as a living, breathing
template for learning. This rich weaving of a chosen image of ideal self into the fabric of a real mentoring
bond is what brings the art of role-modeling imagery in this rare tradition to life. Just as Jung found that the
conception of a more integrated self in psychotherapy took place in the matrix of the bond between analyst
and analysand,40 so this ancient tradition sees self-transformative imagery as part of a real transaction between
a master and apprentice altruist.41 In fact, the role-modeling bond within this tradition harnesses the same
natural process of social learning as we see at work in early childhood development, as well as in
psychotherapy.42

Despite this resemblance, instead of the indiscriminate imprinting that takes place in childhood or the
unconscious transference that often limits psychotherapy, the chosen new self-image used in this ancient
technique serves to filter out idiosyncrasies and make transference explicit. By choosing to see one another
through the lens of our chosen ideal, both parties insure that the work of role-modeling will proceed
effectively. While keeping both parties focused on the work they share, the archetypal self-image also acts as a
transitional object that represents the way intuitive insight, emotional intelligence and behavioral mastery is
conveyed from person to person, master to apprentice, generation to generation. This mix of reactivating the
primal process of social modeling and redirecting it with congenial transference imagery gives the process-
oriented path its exceptional effectiveness and speed. Thanks to this integrated art, “enlightenment will not be
far.”

3. The Technique Is to Assume Success, Which is the Teacher’s Form Itself
The third and last key feature of the art of role-modeling is its radically affirmative take on self-change, which
some scholars describe as transgressive.43 This feature reveals the art as a process of assisted self-change,
catalyzed by image-guided mentoring, and unfolding in phases stretched across the timedimension of human
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social learning and development. What is distinctive about the way this tradition approaches change is that it
empowers us to engage it in a radically affirmative way; as if there was no need for us to slowly proceed
towards the goal, because we’re already there from the start; as if we only need to fully realize or arrive at the
place where we naturally are.44 This radical goal-orientation highlights the equality of the mentor and
apprentice, in a way that is not just affirmative of the would-be-altruist’s potential, but is frankly progressive,
even anti-traditional in spirit.

Of course, psychologically, it often takes time and inner work to feel truly ready for an approach to self-
change that seems to fly in the face of our limitations. This is why the tradition breaks this internal shift down
into smaller steps and phases, which can be taken gradually and successively. At first, under the influence of
our “pride of ordinariness,” we may find it easier to idealize others than to see ourselves as virtually ideal.
Gradually, with acceptance and encouragement over time we may feel more able to identify with those we
idealize and begin to vicariously sense our potential, by admiring their actual qualities. Eventually, we grow
confident and positive enough to see our genius as already present within ourselves, needing only to be
activated and internalized through practice. And finally, we’re fully able to see and accept our budding mastery
alongside the more or less mature mastery of others, as one genius among many essentially equal lights.

The process strategy of starting at the goal empowers and challenges us to find within ourselves the
capacities we need to personify and embody the altruistic genius modeled by mentors. As our opening quote
suggests, this method aims at rapidly transforming not just our mindset but our embodied state: “The Teacher
was endowed with the thirty-two signs and eighty-four marks (of altruistic embodiment). Therefore, the technique is
to assume (the form of) success, which is the Teacher’s form itself.” This reference to Shakyamuni’s perfect physical
embodiment of compassion speaks to the shift away from the self-protective neurobiology of stress and
towards the interpersonal neurobiology of empathy and altruism explored in part 2. Yet it promises a way to
compress the social evolutionary process of building compassion across many generations into a single lifetime
or even decade of deep neuropsychological change. In terms of modern psychology, this deep transformation
of affect and visceral response style could be compared with the alchemical character change Jung described.45

Borrowing Jung’s language, Kohut describes the way a positive transference relationship can catalyze such
profound change as a “transmuting internalization” of ideals projected onto the analyst, along with healthy ego
strengths the analyst models.46 In the case of the role-modeling process, the transmutation at work is the
result of a conscious, transgressive process; and the qualities internalized are not just ordinary ego strengths
but the extraordinary qualities of self-mastery that support altruistic genius. In terms of the new interpersonal
neurobiology, the ideal images of self, other and a perfected world in this method appear to be enlightened
versions of what Dan Siegel calls the “I-map,” “you-map,” and “we-map,” which our specifically human
prefrontal cortex generates to adapt more primitive mind-brain systems to the social and cultural environment
of human life.47 This super-human state of extraordinary self-regulation and social development is
represented metaphorically by the “marks” and “signs” of Shakyamuni’s fully mature embodiment of altruistic
genius.48

This look at how process practices do and don’t work should answer the big question of why we in the
post-modern West might well concern ourselves with such novel and challenging techniques. What Tsong
Khapa doesn’t say is that this psychologically powerful art of imaginative self-creation may be especially vital
to us in our day, for reasons he clearly anticipated.49 First, it offers a fully portable, virtual monastery, which,
with the help of a single mentoring bond, can help reproduce the psychobiological crucible for the most rapid
and effective self-transformation humanly possible, even in the midst of our stress-driven world. Second, it
offers a sensually compelling counterpoint to the addictive imagery and energy of the information age,
empowering those who seek a contemplative life today with industrial strength power-tools fit for the task.
Finally, it offers an alchemical method of harnessing primal passions to a high performance form of
contemplative leadership and cultural creativity, holding out the promise of a contemplative practice ideally
suited to our active, creative and dynamic lives.

Supervision and the Other Preliminaries: Overcoming Resistances to Self-
Change
Since the transgressive orientation and transformative imagery of process practice stretches our habitual self-
image and body-image, most find it deeply challenging, if only to our instinct for self-reification. To the
extent that we confuse our self-image or body-image for the real foundation of our lives, anything that even
temporarily exposes such images as displaceable constructs rather than fixed realities challenges our nave
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narcissistic sense of our own identity or permanence. In addition to our need for human modeling, this is one
more reason why process practices traditionally require the expert supervision of a master teacher.50

Beyond requiring supervision, the use of process methods is traditionally safeguarded by the insistence on
three key prerequisites, especially for higher level practice. These three are: true renunciation; genuine
compassion; and at least a clear intellectual grasp of the insights of selflessness and emptiness.51 As for
renunciation, the basic skill of releasing self-destructive impulses and habits is vital if we’re to have the mental
flexibility to channel compulsive energies into healthy change. Second, a strong value and some practice of
true empathy is vital to creating a proactive self, as well as to maintaining the intimate bond with a mentor we
need to work through misperceptions and toxic emotions. Finally, at least an intellectual understanding of
emptiness is necessary, since we otherwise run the risk of reifying any prosthetic self-image used in role-
modeling as a simply another fixed self. This could easily result in reinforcing our self-reifying habit, hence
blocking genuine openness and compassion. Worse, it may get us stuck in a narcissistic fantasy self that makes
us even less able to interact well than our ordinary self.

The Seven Steps and Four Phases of the Role-Modeling Process
Given this, it’s time to unpack the art of role-modeling, as exemplified by the imagery of the Healing Mentor,
the patron of self-healing and self-transformation in the Nalanda process tradition.52 To streamline the
practice for those new to such imagery, I’ve combined and simplified elements from the two most common
practice formats.53 If you find it hard to relate to the traditional imagery, feel free to substitute your own
mental image of an Ideal Healer who can model self-healing and self-transformation for you. This generic
approach is the one I take in clinical research,54 and has also been suggested as an adjunct in psychotherapy.55

While it seems inevitable that the role-modeling imagery of ancient India and modern Tibet will be revised to
suit the cultural imagination of the modern scientific mind, I’ve found that asking students to conceive their
own Ideal Healer puts a burden on them just when they’re learning new insights and skills. More to the point,
if I were to translate this art using familiar imagery from the Western tradition, it would introduce a host of
cultural connotations that could obscure the intent or method at hand. So I’ve taken the middle way, of
translating the language and symbolism as much as possible into poetic English, while staying as close as
possible to the traditional intent of the art and iconography.

In what follows, I’ll break down the steps, phases, and levels of the role-modeling process in sections,
stopping in between to explain how each works. To make this introduction more practical, I’ve also condensed
three different lines of interpretation into one integrated format. The three lines address the interpersonal,
transferential, and motivational dimensions of role-modeling, respectively. The interpersonal dimension is
broken down into seven steps. Taken together, these seven prime and rehearse the gradual process of building
a working master-apprentice alliance, a process I call mentor-bonding. The seven steps are: admiring;
welcoming; disclosing; enjoying; requesting help; requesting constancy; and dedication.56

These progressive steps of interpersonal bonding line up with four successive phases of self-transformation
catalyzed by the healthy resolution of the transference bond, which shares some family resemblance with the
psychotherapy process Kohut described as “transmuting internalization.”57 Of these four phases—which I call
idealization, identification, internalization and integration—idealization aligns with the first three
interpersonal steps from admiring to disclosing; identification aligns with the fourth step of enjoying;
internalization aligns with the fifth step of requesting help; and integration aligns with the sixth and seventh
steps of requesting constancy and dedication.

Finally, given the multi-dimensional nature of process-oriented learning, these four transferential phases
also align with four levels of motivational change. These four levels consist of increasing degrees of
sublimation, brought about by a deepening capacity to transform negative affects into positive alternatives.
They are traditionally linked with the capacity to modulate and transform affects with increasing levels of
intensity: the lowest being the level aroused by romantic interest and sexual attraction; the next being the level
aroused by mutual flirtation and erotic intrigue; the third, the level of intensity aroused by sensual touching
and embrace; the highest, the level of intensity aroused by unbridled passion and sexual climax.

While the four phases of transference and four levels of sublimation are traditionally aligned with one
another, they are not usually linked with the seven steps of mentor-bonding.58 Instead, they line up with four
different levels of process practice, called the action process; the performance process; the integral process; and
the optimal integral process.59 Nonetheless, I believe weaving these three lines of interpretation together
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